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Solar power options





“Pixel” is Grocon’s 6 star “greenstar” rated building concept to see 
how far the idea could be taken.  



Replas recycles cellulose waste (wood !bre) and plastic to make a new material that can be 
used  for external use, does not require painting and is UV stable.



Transition towns • Things Transition Towns do:
• Organise working bees to set up food gardens
• Car pool
• School walking buses
• Start food co-ops
• Seed save
• Care for neighbours
• Hold street parties
• Welcome people to the neighbourhood
• Plant food trees on public land
• Set up community compost centres
• Community supported agriculture
• Rain water tank bulk buys
• Solar and wind energy bulk buys
• Electric bike bulk buys
• Dried organic food bulk buys
• Publish ‘buy local’ guides
• Run soil workshops
• Set up Transition sections in public libraries

• “We truly don’t know if  this will work. Transition is a social 
experiment on a massive scale. What we are convinced of  is 
this: if  we wait for the governments, it’ll be too little, too late; 
if  we act as individuals, it’ll be too little; but if  we act as 
communities, it might just be enough, just in time.” 



Vertical city farming



Big Belly solar powered urban waste system monitors and 
compacts the contents of public waste bins and advises city 
councils when to collect, thus saving huge transport charges.



Stop thinking of things as waste.  Start thinking 
of them as if they were a new resource



No-one 
wants to live 
in a house 
that looks 
like Darth 
Vader’s 
fridge



Don’t bury your head in the sand, take responsibility and action



William Yuan is a 13ypo schoolboy who, though the encouragement of 
science education in his school, invented a new type of photovoltaic 
panel, earning a $25,000 prize and the chance to develop this 
commercially.






